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By Yukiyosi KAWADA
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science,
University of Tokyo

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Sept. 14, 1987)

This short note is a summary of an axiomatic consideration of an
informatio.n and its applicatio.ns to statistics."
I. Axioms of an information 1. Under an information we usually
understand the Kullback-Leibler information (1951)

.

I(p, q)= p log (p/q)
where p----(p,...,p,), q---(q,...,q) are two finite probability distributions. There are, however, similar known functions I(p, q) which may be
also called informations. For example,
(Pearson’s information, 1900)
(2)
I(p,
which can be expressed as (= (n-nq)/nq)/n whenp=(n/n,..., n/n)
(n=n +... +n), and
, ] (Kautani’s information, [5], 1948).
I(p,q)=2
(3)
(1)

q)=(5= p:q;)--I
1-..

These are included as special cases of the family

P(p, q)=y

(a)
namely,

,

I=I I=I -/, and we define I=I.

We can easily see that
P(p, q) I,(p, q)

for

Z

and
lim P(p, q)= po(p, q)

for lira

R0.

We call I the parabolic information, I (i0) a hyperbolic information
and I-,(1/2Z0) an elliptic information.
Remark. ( i ) The function I-"(p,q) for 1/20 was introduced
by several authors [4], [7] and the general case was also considered in [9].
(ii) In the definition (4) we can extend the value for -1/2
formally. Then we have
1 p_ (q, p),
I- (p, q)
>1

I-’(p, q)= 0

I- (p, q)= 1-- I- ’(q, p)
1) The details will be published in the Proceedings of the Institute of Statistical
Mathematics (TSkei Sfiri) in Japanese.
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Theorem 1. The function P(p, q)= P(p, .,
(c) (p>:O, qO, p+... +p=q+... +q,,=l, m=1,2,...) satisfies the
following conditions"
( I ) Reducibility. If p,=q=O, then
p,_ q,
q,,)--P(p,
P(p,
p q,

...,

...,
...,
...,
q_).
(II) Symmetry.
p q, ..., q)=P(p,, ., p q, ..., q)
P(p,
for any substitution (i, ..., i) of (1,..., m).
(III) Non-negativity.
P(p, q) 0
for any p, q, and the equality holds if and only if p=q.
(IV) Convexity and (V) Invariance.
p q q2, q, ..., q)
P(p P, P,
q,)
:P(p, p, ..., p q, q,
holds in general and the equality holds if and only if q/p=q/p.
(VI) Additivity and pseudo-additivity. Let p(R)p’, q(R)q’ be the direct
product distributions. If 2--0 the additivity holds"
I(p(R)p ’, q(R)q’)= I(p, q) + I(p ’, q’).
In general the pseudo-additivity holds"
P(p(R)p’, q(R)q’)= P(p, q) +
(VII) Continuity. If lim p=po, and lim q--qo, then
lim P(p, qn)--P(Po, qo).

>=

...,

...,

(VIII) Relativity. Let p*:(p), q*=(q)
be probability distributions. Put
q and p=(p),
q--(q). Define the conditional probability" p()=(p/p), q()=(q/q)
(]-- l,
m. Then
r) f or k= l,

=

P(p*, q* )= P(p, q) +

For --0 these properties are proved in Kullback [8].
Remark. We see easily that (VIII) implies (VI), and (III) and (VIII)
imply (IV) and (V).
Theorem 2. Let us fix a constant (--1/2: c) and assume that a
q) satisfies (I) reducibility, (II) symmetry,
p, q,
function I (p,
and (VIII) relativity. Then
continuity,
(III) non-negativity, (VII)

...,

...,

I(p, q)--cP(p, q)

for some constant cO.
2. Now we shall consider about "information" which we define by the
2ollowing system o axioms.
q= 1)
q) (= p=
p), q=(q,
Definition 1. Let p:-(p,
I(p,q)=
2unction
be finite probability distributions (m--1,2,...). A
I(p,..., p q,
q)is called an information if the unction I satisfies
the axioms" (I) reducibility, (II) symmetry, (III) non-negativity, (IV) convexity, and (V) invariance.
The unctions P(p,q)(--1/2c) are inormations in the above

...,

...,

...,

=
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We can also define an information in the form I(p,q)=F(I(p,q),
L(p, q)) by using a suitable function F(x,..., x)from known informations I,
,Ir. For example, I=aI+bI, I--aI+bI, aO, bO, etc. In
sense.
",

particular,

(5)

1 log(l+P(p,q)), 0,
i(, )=-

(5)

i-,(p, q)

" l log (1-- /_d-,(p, q)),

2
are also informations which satisfy the additivity.
Remark. ( i i-" was introduced by Kud6 [7] (1953) and i and
were also considered by Rnyi [10] (1961).
(ii) The functions d(p, q) (’= [p, q, [)/ and D(p, q)
(= (p--q))/ are not informations in the above sense.
3. Definition 2. A continuous information is called fundamental if
I(p, q) can be expressed as
(6)
I(p, q)= L(pl, q,) +... +L(p,
by a continuous function L(x, y) defined for 0xl and 0yl.
For example, I,I,I,P are fundamental, but i,i -. are not
fundamental.
Theorem 3. In order that a function I(p, q) defined by (6) is an information it is necessary and sufficient that
( ) L(0, 0)--0, L(1, 1)--0,
(ii) if pl/ql--p2/q=(p,+p2)/(ql+q2) (pl+p2l, q+q2_l), then
L(pl, q) + L(p2, q2)-- L(p + p, ql + q),
(iii) if p+p<=l, q,+ql, then
L(p, ql) + L(p, q) L(p + p, q + q2)
and the equality holds if and only if p/ q--p/ q2.
Theorem 4. A fundamental information I(p,q) can be expressed in
the form

(7)

pK(q / p)

I(p, q)
k=l

by a non-negative strictly convex function K(x) with K(1)--0, and conversely the function defined by (7) is a fundamental information. If we
assume furthermore the differentiability of K(x), such function K(x) is
uniquely determined by I.
Examples.

I(p, q)--- pK(q/p),

K(x)

--log x+(x--1)0.

Ia(p,q)=,pKa(q/p), 2=/=0, Ka(x)=(x-a--1)/2+(x--1)>=O.
Theorem 5. Let I(p,q) be a diff erentiab!e fundamental information

-

(i.e. L(x, y) in (6) be three times diff erentiable in x and y).
( ) If I(p, q) satisfies the additivity"
I(p(R)p’, q(R)qO I(p q) I(p’, q’)
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then we have

I(p, q) cI(p, q) + cI(q, p), c, O, c >__ O.
q)
I(p,
satisfies the relation
If
I(p(R)p’, q)q’) I(p, q) + I(p’, q’) + I(p, q) I(p’, q’)
then we have
2P(q, p)
I(p, q)-- 2P(p, q), or

(ii)

-

by some
O.
(iii) If I(p, q) satisfies the relation
I(p(R)p’, q(R)q’) I(p, q) I(p’, q’) I(p, q). I(p’,
then we have
I(p, q) fl- ,(p, q) or
ZI- ,(q, p)
by some [ (1/2/0).
by different axioms.
Remark. Rnyi [10] characterized I i and
Let I be a differentiable fundamental information (7). Let p=(p),
q--(q) and q0=(q0) be probability distributions and put p--q+u,, q=qO
+ v (k 1, m).
I lul<, Ivl< (k=l,...,m), then we have

.,

(8)

I(p, q)------

=

-0
We

(u v)

,

_-,

+ R,

R= O(),

where a--(dK/dx)(1)>=O.
call the invarian$ of I.
The invariant c of P is given by (P)--I+ (--1/2<=c).
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